E-Mail: May 18, 2016

Hi Patti,
The event was a tradition at our Notre Dame H. S. in Easton, PA. The pictures were actually taken
at two different ones; The Living Rosary of October, 2013, and the same in 2015. Using the
gym/auditorium, the students form the outline of a Rosary. They come up by “DECADES” and use
the microphone to pray the Rosary in different languages. A student will start the first half of the
Hail Mary and all of us (who speak that language) will respond in the second half. It gives a very
good impression of how far-reaching our Holy Faith is. Teachers introduce each decade with a
short meditation, and some also join in to pray at the microphone.
The tall Chinese student whom you see in one of the pictures is one who was raised as an atheist
in China, but he is open to learning about the Faith. (Our school recruits students from Korea and
China.) His name is Hong Hao, and he is going to UC Berkeley in the fall. He is brilliant; he aced
the SAT’s; 800s on both, or maybe 780 on one! Please pray for him; he will be sorely tried in that
very liberal University.
I do not know if you might like to add as an aside that our school had its first May Crowning and
Procession on the grounds with our statue of Our Lady of Fatima last week, on the l0th, with the
whole student body and faculty taking part. I could not be there, but was thrilled that it took
place! The Rosary was also prayed during that procession.
The book I was translating has at last been published, under the title of Falling in Love With God
(chosen by one of the DeSales University Oblates, who proofed it for theological correctness.) It’s
available at EmbracedbyGod.org, the De Sales Resources publishing center, and is supposed to
come out as an e-book soon. By God’s Grace, it’s being used at our high school in at least one of
the theology classes. If there are any more details I have left out, please let me know.
Love, < Janet – USA >

